The cryptocurrency platforms such as BitCoin and Ethereum rely on Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus algorithm. Following the PoW, the nodes that solve the computationally intensive cryptographic puzzle is given the opportunity to create the next block in return for an incentive. Such puzzle-solving nodes are called “mining nodes,” and its owners’ are referred to as miners. Mining nodes are powerful computation platforms with the ability to perform computationally-intensive tasks. Although contemporary PoW computations demand high computation resources, the outcome of the PoW is not practical as the result of the computation is not used for any other applications except securing the blockchain. Using the mining nodes to execute practical algorithms for applications such as artificial intelligence, protein folding, and video processing would increase the effectiveness of the mining nodes while securing the blockchain. However, the distribution of computation tasks and sensitive data among trustless mining nodes leads to security vulnerabilities. Besides, the lack of technologies for verifying the result of the computation performed by the mining nodes makes verifiable computation impractical. In this work, we formulate the verifiable computation problem, discuss the existing work, and propose a novel platform for verifiable computation for the Helix Tangle.
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1 Introduction

Verifiable computation paradigm focuses on crowdsourcing computation platforms. It enables the application or task owner (“submitter”) to off-load one or more computation tasks to compute nodes (“worker”) to speed up the computation and to exploit the cheap and powerful compute nodes. When the compute nodes or workers successfully performed the computation, the results have to be verified by “approvers” or “validators” nodes. To verify the result, the “approvers,” “validators” or “submitters” are not required to redo the computation since that would minimize the effectiveness of the computation-off-loading approach. The verifiable computation paradigm focuses on ensuring the correctness of the computation without redoing the computation at the “validator” nodes.

To create a trustworthy and reliable verifiable computation platform, it is important to fulfill the following requirements:

- Support for “submitter” or “task owners” to submit the computation task. This process involves selecting the desired computation model and compute nodes.
- Ability to dispatch the compute tasks and associated metadata including inputs and other configuration details to the compute nodes.
- Scheduling of compute tasks on compute tasks while satisfying the demands of the users.
- Verification of the computation result, without redoing the entire computation, to ensure that the compute nodes have performed their work honestly.
- Reputation management framework for rating the compute nodes and the task submitters.
- Payment handler to transfer the computation fee from user’s account to the compute node’s account.

The rest of the document introduces verifiable computation and discusses the state-of-the-art in verifiable before proposing a novel solution for verifiable computation on Helix Tangle.

2 What is Verifiable Computation?

Verifiable computation enables the application or task owner (“submitter”) to off-load or outsource computation tasks to compute nodes (“worker”) contributed by the community members. When the compute nodes or workers successfully finish the computation, the results have to be verified by “approvers” or “validators” nodes.
To verify the result, the “approvers,” “validators” or “submitters” are not required to redo the entire computation since that would minimize the effectiveness of the computation off-loading approach. The verifiable computation paradigm focuses on ensuring the correctness of the computation without redoing the entire computation at the “validator” nodes.

3 Verifiable Computation for the IoT, Smart Cities, and Connected and Autonomous Vehicles Applications

The cloud platforms have been widely used for performing data analytics, image processing, and other machine learning and artificial intelligence applications in the context of IoT, smart cities, and connected and autonomous vehicle applications [1, 2]. We will some of the example applications where verifiable computation could be beneficial.

![Figure 1: Application of data analytics for smart cities and IoT](image)

**Data analytics for smart cities:** An extensive collection of sensors and IoT devices are expected to generate a massive amount of data. To make sense of the data and automate the administrative and maintenance tasks, application developers are considering machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms [3, 4]. Figure 1 shows the list of machine learning approaches that are beneficial for smart cities and IoT applications.

The verifiable computation platform can serve various applications by maintaining a standard set of tasks for data analytics applications. Users can select the desired machine learning or artificial intelligence algorithm and feed their inputs
to it. Unlike contemporary cloud platforms, the Helix verifiable computation focuses on scheduling the user’s computation tasks on compute nodes provided by the community members.

3.1 Actors

Submitter: The node that submits the task to the network. This node is the entry point for the application developers.

Worker or Prover: The node that is part of the distributed network with powerful computation and storage capabilities, and is willing to outsource the resources for computation.

Validator or Approver: The node that validates the outcome of the computation. This node is not required to redo the computation, and it is assumed that these nodes are not as powerful as the worker nodes.

Fabric Initiator: The fabric initiator creates the fabric formation and may decide in this initial transaction (i.e., the fabric_root_index), what type of Fabric is hosted by specifying the fabric-type parameter.

- **Type A**: Mining-pool scheme (as described in 5.5 with some additions), the entity that submits the fabric initiation transaction has the complete authority to decide which compute tasks are accepted to the fabric, in which order they are processed and which entities may join the fabric and essentially has similar privilege to any mining pool leader.

- **Type B**: Validator based verification of results.

- **Type C**: Fully decentralized approach: Quorum-based verification of the results.

The freedom and the flexibility are proportional to the number of options that the system provides for the participants, which seems like a sound basis for an egalitarian system. Even though Type-A contradicts with some of the core values, it will be most likely be the most used system, especially by tech-institutes, as it provides best performance and control.

3.2 Requirements

The verifiable computation framework must fulfill the following requirements:

- Decentralization: The entire system must rely on a decentralized infrastructure to increase the trust and to avoid biases.

- Trust: The parties involved in the system must trust each other for the entire system to work sustainably.
• Security: The computation tasks and the results must be securely handled inside the system. The lack of security may prevent the end-users from joining the system.

• Cheat-proof guarantees: The owners of the compute nodes, and the task submitters may act maliciously. Section 4 presents the possible attacks.

The verifiable computation platform must be built with the above guarantees.

3.3 Related Work

This section reviews the literature on verifiable computing.

3.3.1 SETI@Home

Anderson et al. [5] contributes SETI@Home to outsource the analysis of radio signals for a project that searches for extraterrestrial intelligence. Radio signals picked up by telescopes consist of signals from various source including TV and Satellites. To effectively dissect the signal, a fine-grained frequency analysis is required, and such an analysis requires enormous computation resource. SETI@Home project allow any machine on the planet to join the SETI network and contribute computation resource in return for credit points. Users receive credits when they complete a task but how the credits are used is not clear.

SETI@Home follows a client-server model, wherein the computation tasks are distributed to the clients from a server. Malicious actors produced inconsistent or incorrect results to gain high ratings in SETI@Home project [6]. Result verification through replication is used as a solution to guard the system from malicious workers. Following this approach, the same computation tasks are assigned to multiple clients, and the results from clients are compared to ensure correctness. When a quorum is reached on the results, the worker nodes are rewarded through credit points.

Zhao et al. [6] points out the weaknesses in the replication-based verification schemes. Worker nodes in the network collude and may return a same incorrect result to gain credit points without performing any computation. Zhao et al. [6] contributes Quiz mechanism to resolve the issues with the replication-based scheme. The Quiz mechanism inserts quizzes as part of the computation task, and when a client returns the result, the results of the quizzes are verified to ensure correctness since the wrong results to a quiz indicate suspicious behavior. To further strengthen the system, a trust-based scheduling scheme is proposed, wherein the tasks are allocated to trusted clients. In this approach, honest clients are selected based on their past performance and are given high preference during the scheduling phase.
3.3.2 Homomorphic Encryption

Encryption schemes are typically used to preserve sensitive information. Systems that use encryption schemes have to decrypt the data before performing any operations on the encrypted data. Homomorphic encryption schemes preserve privacy by performing computation on decrypted data [7]. In other words, the encrypted result of the computations on encrypted data will match the result of the computations performed on plain-text.

Homomorphic encryption schemes have been developed for a number of applications in the last two decades, but the practical use of such systems is still under scrutiny due to their resource demands [8].

3.3.3 Proof-based verification

The secure multi-party computation was introduced in 1982 by Andrew Yao [9] to allow two parties to perform computation without relying on third parties while keeping the local data or input secret [10]. Approaches such as zero-knowledge proof allow the worker and validator to verify the result without exchanging any information except the fact that the verifier knows the correct result [11]. Zero-knowledge proof, one of the interactive proof systems, has the following properties:

Completeness: The worker knows the truth, and he/she will convince the verifier eventually. Soundness: The worker can convince the verifier only if he/she tells the truth. Zero-knowledgeness: No information about the truth is exchanged between the worker and the verifier.

ZKSnark [12] is one of the practical implementations of Zero-knowledge proof, and it uses the libsnark library. To use the zero-knowledge proof mechanism, the computation task has to be translated into the right format using the following steps:

- **Computation → Circuit:** The computation task has to be converted into a sequence of logic expressions, which are represented as logic gates. This process is also known as “flattening” process.

- **Circuit → Rank-1 Constraint System (R1CS):** The flattened expressions should be converted into R1CS format. The circuits are converted into a tuple (a,b,c) which results in a solution s. For the R1CS to be satisfiable [13], the s must satisfy the equation: s . a * s . b - s . c = 0.

- **R1CS → Quadratic Arithmetic Program (QAP):** R1CS expressions are converted into polynomials, which are then used for verifying the proof of the computation at random points [14]. In other words, the verification of individual outputs from each and every logic gate is cumbersome. Gennaro et al. [14] contributed QAP to minimize the verification complexity, wherein the prover can check the constraints at any random point in the polynomial.
The above steps are essential for each computation problem in the ZKSnark system. Besides, the computation currently supports basic arithmetic operations (+, -, *, /), exponent function with constant power, and assignment operator. Loop operations and comparison operators are not currently supported. Although the ZKSnark is promising, it lacks practical tools and frameworks for generic computation problem. LibSTARK is another implementation of the proof-based verification scheme, which is used by ZK-STARK [12].

3.3.4 TrueBit

TrueBit [15] presents trustless smart contracts to enable secure computation on the blockchain. In PoW-based blockchain systems, each node in the network executes the smart contract to verify the result, and the nodes are not rewarded for their verification. The node that solves the cryptographic puzzle gets an incentive since it is authorized to create the next block, whereas all the other nodes verify the integrity of the block to make sure they are attaching themselves to an invalid or malicious chain. TrueBit proposes a novel approach, by which a set of special nodes are elected to perform the verification instead of asking all the validator nodes to expend resources for the computation [15]. TrueBit injects faults to the computation to check the behavior of the validating nodes. Nodes that fail to report the "forced errors" are penalized for their dishonest behavior. This feature enables TrueBit to remove dishonest nodes from the network.

3.3.5 Perlin

Perlin [16] is a decentralized compute platform on a distributed acyclic graph (DAG) ledger technology. In particular, Perlin uses the Avalanche protocol [17], which is a novel DAG-based ledger based on a concept called "metastability." Metastability allows the nodes in the network to come to a consensus in a series of rounds, in which the nodes that are part of the quorum are repeatedly voting to decide on the stable state for a given event. Perlin uses Avalanche protocol to build a novel decentralized compute layer. The key contributions of Perlin include Sybil-resistant identity management through a PoW scheme, whose complexity is selected by the participants in the network through quorum-based voting. Although Perlin announces itself as a decentralized compute layer, it lacks information about the system. Moreover, Perlin’s model assumes that the user executes the computation again to ensure correctness, which makes the verifiable computation weaker, as the user can execute the computation on his/her machine in the first place without off-loading to another machine.
3.3.6 Hardware-based Approaches

Ekiden [18] is a privacy-preserving computation platform for the execution of smart contracts. Intel SGX is used for executing the computation in a cryptographically secure execution environment. Similarly, Ohrimenko et al. [19] contributes a framework for running machine learning applications in a trusted hardware environment. Such hardware-based approaches rely on the security mechanisms provided by the underlying hardware and perform all the computation inside the secure environment to preserve the privacy. Only the hardware with the support for SGX can participate in the network, which is a major limitation of hardware-based approaches.

This section discussed the state-of-the-art in verifiable computation. We will discuss the attacks in the next section.

4 Attacker Models

In verifiable computation platform, nodes and the users can indulge in the following activities to impact the normal operation of the system.

- **A1:** Malicious nodes that return an incorrect result either regularly or sporadically.

- **A2:** Colluding cheaters jointly submit the wrong result to fool the consensus layer. Following the BFT consensus model, the system requires 2/3rd of the majority to attack the system.

- **A3:** Smart malicious node may leave the system for a period and rejoin again with a different identity to start gaining reputation.

- **A4:** Buggy computational task wasting the resources of the compute nodes.

- **A5:** Nodes copy the right result from one of the nodes in the network to gain incentive without doing any computation.

- **A6:** The owners of the compute nodes can submit tasks frequently to gain reputation.

- **A7:** The reputation metric If reputation is defined as a metric that maps proportionally to the complexity of a compute task, an adversary could exploit this by maximizing reputation gain through auto-submission of specifically optimized compute tasks to a specifically optimized engine (such as an ASIC).
5 Overview of HelixMesh Protocol

The verifiable computation framework runs on top of the HelixMesh, which is referred to as Helix Tangle in this article. HelixMesh is a double consensus framework inspired by MeshCash framework [20]. The consensus process consists of off-chain and on-chain layers with complete flexibility to choose any protocols at both layers. Besides, this architecture provides the ability to run either permissioned or public protocols. In particular, the protocol provides a right balance between speed and throughput through the combination of on-chain and off-chain consensus protocols.

The on-chain protocol, referred to as Tortoise protocol, runs a DAG-based consensus protocol, while the off-chain protocol, referred to as Hare consensus protocol. On the one hand, the hare consensus protocol runs slowly and may be slow in confirming the transactions, but it acts as an oracle and can predict the outcome and performance of Tortoise. On the other hand, the on-chain protocol is self-contained and make all the consensus decisions using the local state information. We refer the reader to the following link - https://hlx.ai/files/HelixMesh_V1_2019_04_09.pdf - to learn about the HelixMesh proposal and the necessary details of Tortoise and Hare consensus protocols.

6 Approach

Figure 2 shows the building blocks of verifiable computation. We propose the following approach to solve the open problems in verifiable computing paradigm.

- **Joining Process:** The compute nodes are classified into different clusters, referred to as fabrics. Each fabric is mapped to a resource tier based on the resource capacity of the compute nodes. We employ a resource testing process to identify the resource capacity of the compute nodes.
  
  - The fabric initiator creates the fabric formation and may decide in this initial transaction (i.e., the fabric_root_index), what type of Fabric is hosted. Different models of fabrics are discussed in Section 7. Each fabric has a leader, who is responsible for managing the compute nodes. The leader selection protocol is responsible for electing the leader, which depends on the fabric model (see Section 7).
  
  - The fabrics layer consists of a leader-election protocol, which selects the leader based on the fabric model. The leader is responsible for accepting the compute tasks, submitting the result of the compute task, collecting the payment, and managing the compute nodes.

  - The software for compute nodes includes the leader election protocol, payment handling mechanism, resource profiler, and a local scheduler would be provided by the Helix foundation.
The resource test results are submitted to the fabric leader, where the results are compared against a resource model. The fabric leader places the compute node to one of the fabrics.

The compute nodes are placed on fabrics based on the outcome of the resource test.

The compute nodes are required to consistently contribute the same amount of resources to the system throughout its lifetime to retain its position in the resource tier. Nodes that want to modify the resource capacity have to leave the system and rejoin again as a new compute node with different resource capacity. The resource testing process is executed sporadically to ensure that the nodes are actively contributing to the promised resources.

**Compute Task Submission Process:** Users should have an account in the Helix network with sufficient Helix tokens to submit a compute task. The computation package consists of the code, input, and metadata such as the execution script, wallet address, and the resource requirements.

When the user submits the compute task, the system receives hundreds
of MegaBytes of data. As the submission of compute task increases, the bandwidth requirement for propagating the task package would increase. Thus, it is important to use storage nodes for saving compute packages following the IPFS storage model.

- Although the security and privacy are guaranteed through the built-in security mechanisms of the Tangle; the user may want to delete the compute task after receiving the desired result from the system. Support for removal of compute tasks and inputs may be desired.

**Scheduling of compute tasks:** When the user submits a compute request to the Helix network, the task has to be scheduled for computation in one or more fabrics. We schedule the compute task on two fabrics using one of the following two approaches:

- **Model A:** When the user submits the compute task, the metadata associated with the task is sent to all the fabrics in the resource tier selected by the user. Fabric leaders for the current epoch analyze the metadata and submit a bid for the computation task. User goes through the list of bids and selects two fabrics from the list for the computation.

- **Model B:** When the user submits the compute task, he/she agrees to pay $payment^{max}$ for the fabrics that perform the computation. The consensus layer randomly selects two fabrics for the computation. The user has to pay the fee charged by the compute nodes, and it is important to ensure that the $payment^{max}$ is selected reasonably for a given compute task. The system can recommend payments based on the metadata.

**Verification Process:** The fabrics perform the computation using the compute nodes that are part of their fabrics. It is assumed that all the compute nodes in the fabric performs the computation, and each fabric should have a minimum of $N^{min}$ nodes to qualify for performing the compute tasks. Verification process starts within the fabric and ends at the consensus layer as follows:

- The fabric leader dispatches the task to all the compute nodes in its cluster. Nodes perform the computation and return the result along with the resource usage to the fabric leader for the verification. The fabric leader collects the results and submits them to the consensus layer for the final confirmation. Each fabric involved in the computation is expected to submit the results to the consensus layer.

- The consensus layer collects the results from the fabric and comes to an agreement on the results, and also compares the resource usage of all the computing nodes to check if there are any discrepancies.
• **Payment and Reputation:** When the computation is verified successfully, the payment and the reputation handler will receive a notification to do the following:

  – **Payment Handler:** Based on the payment mode selected by the user at the time of submission, the system handles the payment. For the bidding model, the system charges the amount bid by the user, and the user is charged based on the resource usage if the system scheduled the computation on the fabrics. The user’s wallet address and the fabrics’ wallets address maintained by the payment engine, and it transfers the fee from the user’s account to the cluster’s account.

  – **Reputation System:** The compute nodes, and the user must be rated after the computation is successfully performed on the system. The compute nodes are rated positively when the user does not challenge the results.

7 Joining Process

The community members including industries, technology startups, and research laboratories are expected to contribute resources to the Helix Tangle for verifiable computation. This section discusses how the compute nodes can join the network and provide computing resources.

The compute nodes are expected to undergo a resource test when joining the system. The resource test is performed using a set of test tasks maintained by the system. Resource hardness properties can be used to accurately estimate the resource capacity of the compute nodes [21]. The three key metrics of the compute tasks are computation time (in seconds), memory usage (in bytes) and the size of the task (in bytes) [22]. Creating a set of compute tasks combining these metrics would cover a broad spectrum of compute tasks.

The compute node executes the task and report their resource usage to the consensus/verification layer. We assume that the fabric leader is responsible for the verification results to minimize the resource overhead of the Helix Tangle. The resource test results are analyzed, and the compute nodes are placed in a suitable fabric. The critical problem here is how the Helix Tangle can trust the resources reported by the compute nodes.

The fabrics are classified into different categories based on the resource capacity as high, medium, and low. These categories are not fine-grained (at the moment), as the fine-grained classification may make it difficult to map the compute nodes to fabrics accurately.
7.1 Identity Management

Helix’s verifiable computation enable the community members to join the platform and contribute their resources for the computation. To make sure that the nodes are behaving honestly, it is important to create an identity management. We consider a hybrid identity management mechanism in which, the Helix bootstraps the verifiable computation platform by using the nodes maintained and managed by the Helix foundation. Since the Helix foundation acts in the best interest of its users, the users can reliably off-load their computation to Helix platform. But, our approach transition from a permission setup (managed by Helix foundation) to a public setup through a combination of chain of trust and collateral-based trust mechanism. In a nutshell, our approach works as follows:

- Helix launches the verifiable computation platform by using the computation nodes maintained and managed by the Helix foundation.

- The public nodes can then join the Helix eco-system by placing a slashable collateral. From this point on, both the nodes maintained by the Helix nodes and the public nodes are available to execute computations submitted by the users.

- Whenever an user submits a computation task, it is scheduled on two computation nodes. One of the computation nodes is selected from the cluster managed by the Helix computation nodes and another node is randomly selected from the public nodes. This form of scheduling allow the public nodes to gain reputation since the results produced by the public node can be compared with the permissioned node maintained by the Helix foundation.

- As the public nodes gain rating, they are elevated to the level of permissioned nodes maintained by the Helix foundation. Once a sufficient number of public nodes become a part of the Helix verifiable computation ecosystem, the permissioned nodes managed by the Helix foundation can be completely removed.

7.2 Fabric Formation and Management

The system starts with no fabrics at its disposal. Any entity capable of interfacing with the Helix Protocol may initiate a fabric formation by submitting a specialized transaction to the protocol-layer, this transaction includes metadata about various configuration parameters that are crucial for maintenance of fabric. The metadata should include fabric-type, consensus-type, resource-type, specific work type, resource-tier, scheduling-model, bidding-model, and the optional parameter: access-policies. If no access-policies are specified, the fabric participates in the automated joining process, i.e., performance-based sampling from the weights of the applicant’s queue.
As the new compute nodes join the system, the fabrics are created before assigning the compute nodes to them. Each fabric requires a minimum of $N^{\text{min}}$ compute nodes to qualify for the computation. Furthermore, the maximum number of compute nodes in the fabric is defined as $N^{\text{max}}$. $N^{\text{max}}$ should be chosen such that byzantine failures between compute-nodes are tolerated, that is $N^{\text{max}} = 3f + 1$. Typically, this means $N^{\text{max}}$ is an even number, but in the case of voting schemes, as seen in e-governance, it may be reasonable to tolerate odd numbers too. In that case, $N^{\text{max}}$ should be chosen, such that $N^{\text{max}} = 3f + 1 \& N^{\text{max}} \mod 2 = 1$.

Within each fabric, we execute a fabric management framework, which consists of a leader-based BFT consensus algorithm along with a peer handler to orchestrate the interactions between compute nodes. The leader election process can be handled through a round-robin scheme or a token-passing scheme. At each epoch $\mathcal{E}_i$, a new leader is elected within the fabric to manage the compute nodes. The fabric leader is in charge of bidding for the compute tasks, monitoring the compute nodes, delegating the compute tasks, and distribution of payments to the individual compute nodes.

### 7.3 Sporadic Resource Testing for Liveness

The compute nodes may not actively participate in the computation process all the time, which may lead to a lack of compute devices. To encourage participation and to reward the consistent compute nodes, the system regularly performs resource tests and rewards the active nodes. The compute nodes that are active in the resource testing phase undergoes an evaluation of the resource capacity to ensure that the nodes are consistently contributing the resources (according to their resource tier). The verification layer positively rates the nodes that add constant resources for their continued and honest support. However, the nodes that do not participate in the sporadic resource testing or the nodes that participate but their resource contribution is different from the initially agreed resource contribution are not positively rated.

The sporadic testing adds randomness to the testing process as the periodic testing may provide an opportunity for the compute nodes to learn about the testing phase. The resource testing must be done unpredictably since the compute nodes come online only for the resource testing to gain reputation.

The system must maintain a collection of compute nodes with varying resource demands. Whenever a new compute joins the system, a set of compute tasks are executed on the new machine to test their resource capacity before assigning compute nodes to fabrics.
7.4 Need for an Escrow Deposit

The truthful behavior of compute nodes are essential for the verifiable computation platform as this would encourage the users to submit computation tasks to the system. However, the compute nodes explore methods to increase their pay-off. Some of the potential cheating methods presented in Section 4. An escrow deposit would prevent the nodes from cheating and other malicious activities as the nodes would lose their deposit when the Helix Tangle identifies them. When a compute node is found to be malicious, the money held in escrow is slashed by the Helix Tangle, and it will subsequently be used for rescheduling the computation (without charging the user).

7.5 Anonymous Resource Testing as a Challenge

From the compute node's point of view, the resource testing could be made anonymous. In other words, the compute task associated with the resource testing should not be distinguishable from the compute task submitted by the user. Such a mechanism would allow the Fabric Leader not only to catch the cheating nodes that copy the results from other nodes but also ensures liveness. TrueBit has the concept of forced error which forces the solver (compute nodes) to produce wrong results to verify whether the challengers are actively checking the outcome of the computations. As an incentive, TrueBit pays a jackpot to the challenger that caught the forced error. Similarly, the resource testing can happen at any time, and the compute nodes that undergo resource testing and produce the desired result using the right amount of resources are positively rated while the inconsistent compute nodes are downrated with additional penalties for misbehavior.

7.6 Requirements Validation

This section validates how the requirements listed in Section 3.2 are handled in the joining process.

- Decentralization: Can the joining process be made fully decentralized? Will this be handled by a special set of nodes? An alternative approach would be to follow bitcoin’s mining pool [23] alike approach wherein the community members form the pools.

- Trust: Fabrics are trusted based on the behavior of the compute nodes. Each fabric may consist of a collection of honest and dishonest nodes. The dishonest nodes may negatively impact the rating of fabric, which in turn would affect the honest nodes from gaining incentives. Compute nodes gain additional incentive when they are elected as a fabric leader, where the selection protocol considers the rating/reputation of the computation as one of the parameters.
• Security: The resource testing uses a set of compute tasks with known resource estimates. All the communication between the core layer and the compute nodes must be secured. We assume that the security primitives provided by Tangle are sufficient to secure the communication.

• Cheat-proof operation: Compute nodes join the system based on the outcome of the resource testing process. How do we ensure that the reported resource usage is the true representation of the resource used by the node?

### 7.7 Alternative Approach to Fabric Formation

The joining approach based on resource testing introduces significant communication and management overhead. The Proof-of-Work (PoW) blockchain platforms rely heavily on the mining pools for the block creation. The nodes that want to make a steady income join a mining pool, wherein the rewards are shared among the members of the pool for their contribution [23]. Following a similar approach, the compute nodes can form the computation pools (or fabrics). Besides, the compute nodes can be self-managed by the fabrics. Such an approach allows the compute nodes to easily move between different fabrics when the fabrics contain a high-number of dishonest nodes, or the rewards are insufficient in a given fabric. This approach delegates the management activities to the pools as in the case of BitCoin and Ethereum.

### 8 Computation Task Template

The core aim of the system is to enable users to off-load computation tasks to the Helix verifiable computation platform. For the system to accept and schedule the compute task, a template should be provided to the user. Besides, the template should be generic enough to minimize the preparation overhead for the user. In other words, the supported template should not restrict the user from using any programming language.

We propose a container-based computation package in this work to minimize the preparation overhead and to accept the computation of all types. For the computation to be performed on the Helix’s verifiable computation platform, the user must submit the following information to the system as a self-contained package:

• Compute task: The program that has to be executed.

• Input file: The input for the compute task.

• Meta data: Other information essential to schedule and execute the compute task on the system.
The tasks assumed to be uploaded to the storage nodes, and the pointer to the storage goes to the scheduling for further processing since storing the compute tasks on the user’s platform not only increases the storage overhead but also requires an incentive mechanism for rewarding the storage nodes.

8.1 Submission of Spam

A malicious user may submit spam (malicious) task to mount a DoS attack on the system. The code cannot be executed at the time of reception to ensure that it is not spam since it depletes the purpose of verifiable computation. An escrow deposit along with a threshold that defines either the maximum number of steps executed or the maximum amount of resources would prevent the malicious user from wasting the computing resources. The compute platform should stop the execution when the given compute task is not completed within a given threshold.

8.2 Classification of Compute Tasks

We don’t specify the types of applications that can be executed on the Helix’s verifiable computation platform. The system may set an upper limit on the computation demand. As long as the submitted application task executes within the prescribed upper bound, the Helix Tangle successfully executes the compute tasks on the verifiable computation platform. A policy engine driven by a machine learning algorithm can be considered to intelligently schedule computation based on the resource demands, sensitivity, and the application type.

9 Scheduling of Compute Tasks

Figure 4 shows the interaction flow when the user submits a task for the computation.

When the user submits the task to the compute nodes, the scheduling is handled by a distributed scheduling subsystem, which runs alongside the consensus engine. The distributed scheduling subsystem receives the request and checks the scheduling policy field, which consists of the type of the scheduling policy selected by the user. The user can choose between “bidding” or “delegate scheduling to Helix.” The process for scheduling changes based on the choice selected by the user.

Bidding Approach: The user gets to choose the fabric based on the bids submitted by the compute nodes. When the user decides to select the best bid for the computation task, the scheduling layer forwards all the metadata to the fabrics in the resource tier selected by the user. Note that the user is expected to select a resource tier when he/she submits a compute task to the system. The tier can be “high”, “medium”, or “low”. For example, when the user selects a “medium” tier,
the metadata along with the reserve price for "medium" tier is sent to all the fabrics in the "medium" tier. Fabrics, i.e., the fabric leader of the current epoch processes the metadata and submits a bid for the compute task. The user receives the bids from the fabrics and selects fabrics for the computation, where \( F \) is the number of fabrics selected for the computation (see 9.2). The critical question is how does the compute nodes know the fair-market-value for a given computation task.

Scheduling By Helix: When the user delegates the scheduling to the Helix node, the distributed scheduling subsystem processes the metadata and randomly selects \( F \) fabrics for the computation. Note that the user is expected to submit the number of fabrics when submitting the compute tasks. A registry is maintained at the Helix system that consists of a list of fabrics along with their resource tier. A distributed random generator such as RANDHOUND and RANDHERD are considered for the selection of fabrics. However, the actual implementation may consider other approaches for the selection of fabrics based on the performance and unbiasedness. It is crucial to guarantee fairness when selecting computation nodes using a distributed random generator. A formal proof is necessary to assure the randomness when Helix schedules the computation.

9.1 Payment Agreement at Submission Time

On the one hand, the user does not have sufficient knowledge to quote a reasonable price for the task at the time of submission. On the other hand, the compute nodes do not want to perform the computation when the pay is unreasonable for the computation. For the system to operate sustainably, both parties should be satisfied with the service provided by the Helix’s verifiable computation platform. Thus, it is important to clearly define how the costs are calculated for both the user and the compute nodes.

Expecting the user to quote a reasonable price for the computation is a risky process. Instead, the system can calculate the payment by splitting the computation into either time units, the resource consumption or even the combination of those two. Such a model would let the user select the pay per time unit or resource usage instead of quoting the actual price. Based on the resource usage and the time taken for execution, the system can estimate the actual cost and deduct the money from the user’s wallet.

9.1.1 Model A

When the nodes bid for the computation, it would only suggest the price per time unit and/or resource usage. The user chooses the compute nodes based on the received bids.
9.1.2 Model B

When the user submits the task, the system reports the price per time unit and/or resource usage to the user along with a contract that explains the payment terms and condition.

9.1.3 Is There a Need for Escrow Deposit?

An escrow mechanism can be added at the early stages to make sure that the compute nodes paid from the user’s wallet. The users’ would gain reputation based on their behavior. For the users’ with high reputation, the escrow mechanism can be made optional.

9.2 Number of Fabrics For The Computation

In practice, the user can select just one fabric for the computation. Scheduling the compute task on more than one fabric provides assurance, and the results of the computation can be compared to ensure correctness. From the user’s perspective, the computation cost increases with the increase in the number of fabrics involved in the computation. When the system selects the fabrics without user’s consent, the user may have to pay whatever the system charges. To increase the user’s satisfaction and to provide transparency, the selection of the number of fabrics should be done by the user. As discussed in Section 9.2, our platform initially schedules the computation on two nodes (one each from permissioned Helix cluster and public) to allow the public nodes to gain reputation.

9.3 Validation of the Requirements

The scheduling subsystem must guarantee the requirements listed in Section 3.2. We will validate the requirements below:

- Decentralization: Although the scheduling subsystem is decentralized in Model B (Scheduling By Helix), the distributed random generator may schedule fabrics unfairly and deprive some nodes/fabrics of performing the computation. In the case of Model A, the Helix Tangle acts as a middleware between the user and the fabrics.

- Trust: From the compute node’s perspective, Model B must prove that the random selection of fabrics is made in a fair manner, whereas in Model A, the fair-market-value quoted by the user should not be unreasonable. From the user’s perspective, the Helix’s verifiable computation platform should aid the user to select a reasonable fair-market-value for the computation along
with a contract that clearly defines the prize fluctuations for both Model A and Model B.

- **Security**: The communication between the parties are secured using the Helix’s underlying security primitives.

- **Cheat proof operation**: As long as the contract clearly defines the payment terms for the user, the payment for the transaction can be deducted from the user’s wallet. For Model A, the compute node that bid for a task must accept the computation when the user chooses it based on the bid. For both models, the computation task may exceed the quoted value, thus, the user should pay the actual cost, or the system should be designed to stop the computation when the payment limit is reached.

10 **Verification of the results**

The consensus layer is responsible for dispatching the computation tasks to the fabrics after the nodes are selected using the approaches presented in Section 9. Our system uses the following approach:

- The compute task is sent to the fabrics for the computation.

- Fabrics receives the compute package, which consists of a compute task, input, and the metadata describing the instructions for execution of the task.

- Fabric dispatches the package to a subset of compute nodes for execution.

- The compute nodes execute the task, and the execution framework consists of checkpoints for tracking the execution. At each checkpoint, the computation engine takes a snapshot of the stack and store it. After the end of execution, the snapshots are encrypted and stored in a distributed data storage.

- The results of the computation are submitted to the fabric leader, who then send the results to the users via the consensus layer.

- User receives the result, and check it. If the user is not convinced, he has a $C_t$ period to challenge the results.

- When the user challenges the result, the consensus layer starts the verification process, by collecting the execution profile of the compute nodes from the fabric. Consensus layer queries the fabrics to provide access to the stack trace of the computation. After retrieving the stack trace, the consensus layer verifies the stack trace of all the compute nodes and ensure that there are no discrepancies. The consensus layer has to come to a quorum consensus on the results.
10.1 Need for a Second Price Auction

The price for the computation is calculated based on the execution time and resource usage. The compute nodes submit the resources used for the computation along with the results as this information is essential to compute the actual computation cost, to be paid by the user. This approach requires an algorithm for the calculation of the payment and the evaluation of resources. We propose a bidding mechanism to estimate the fee for the computation. Before going into the details of our solution, we will provide an overview of different bidding models relevant to our work.

10.1.1 Overview of Bidding Models

Regev et al. [24] proposed a computation marketplace platform called POPCORN\(^1\). POPCORN allows sellers to contribute computation resource through a web-application. The buyers of the computation platform, which is a software agent, select a seller using an auction scheme. POPCORN uses CPU time as the key metric to determine the price for the computation. Three different mechanisms are presented in the literature:

- **Repeated Vickrey Auction**: This approach uses a conventional second-price sealed Vickrey auction. The price/CPU-time defined by the sellers are used as the inputs. The computation task is given to the seller at the least price, but his incentives are based on the second highest price.

- **Simple Sealed-Bid Double Auction**: This approach allows the buyers to bid two values: high-price and low-price along with a rate of change. The price of the seller starts with the high price, and it is decreased following the rate of change until a buyer is found. Similarly, the buyer starts with a lower price and the price is increased until a seller with a comparable price is found.

- **Repeated Clearinghouse Double Action**: Unlike the previous approach, this approach matches more than one buyer-seller pair to find a match. Supply-demand curves are continuously updated at periodic intervals to identify the right candidate.

Recently, Bhattacharya et al. [25] present an extension to second price auction for auctioning energy to plug-in electric vehicles. This work presents the challenges in applying Vickrey auction for agents with unknown valuation functions. Two extensions to Vickrey second-price auction is presented in [25]:

- **Multi-level Second Price Auction**: Agents submit a set of prices for certain levels of energy. The aggregator calculates the valuation function (using piecewise linear approximation) and computes the optimal schedule for the agents.

---

\(^1\)Verifiable computation platform developed in 1998 with interesting ideas.
• **Progressive Second Price:** Agents declare a two-dimensional bid \((q_k, p_k)\), where \(q_k\) is the amount of energy that the agent \(k\) is willing to buy at a per unit price of \(p_k\).

*Luong et al.* [26] present a deep learning approach for optimal auctions of edge resources for mobile blockchain applications. *Dütting et al.* [27] presents a deep learning architecture for optimal auctions, which is used by *Luong et al.* [26] to construct the neural network architecture. Neural networks allocate resources using the bidding valuations of miners as an input.

### 10.1.2 Vickrey Auction for Verifiable Computation

The node that used the least resources will be rewarded, but its reward is based on the second lowest resource usage. This type of auction is called second-price sealed bid auction or Vickrey auction. Following this scheme, the incentive is calculated as follows. The resource usage of Node A, \(R_A\), is defined as:

\[
R_A = \alpha
\]

And, the resource usage of Node B \(R_B\), is defined as:

\[
R_B = \beta
\]

Assuming that the node A used the least computation resource, the reward for NodeA is:

\[
Reward(Node_A) = f(P_u, \delta) \text{ where } \delta = \beta - \alpha
\]

In the above equation, \(P_u\) represents the price per unit where the unit denotes either the execution time or the resource usage. The actual calculation of the payment will be described during the implementation.

### 10.2 Collusion Among Fabric or Compute Nodes

The user or the verification layer checks the results submitted by the compute nodes. Multiple compute nodes may collude and present wrong results, which may be wholly wrong and appears plausible. All the compute nodes participate in the verifiable computation process to increase its pay-off [28], in some cases, at any cost. It is therefore essential to devise a mechanism to discourage collusion in the verifiable computation platform.

**Problem:** In our approach, a compute node may receive the stack trace, results, execution time, and the resource usage from a colluding partner and submits to the Helix Tangle or the fabric leader.
Solution: Whenever the user challenges the result submitted by fabric or compute nodes, the challenge process verifies the submitted results along with the stack trace and the resource usage. The compute nodes with identical results and stack trace are maintained in a suspect queue as a pair (inspired from [29]). Whenever the user challenges the result, the participating compute nodes are checked against the suspect queue, and the node or pair of nodes that continuously appear in the suspect list is removed from the system with a penalty.

10.2.1 An approach to capture malicious actors

After the launch of the verifiable computation platform, the Helix Tangle should employ a trusted compute nodes/fabrics in combination with crowdsourced platforms and schedule computation tasks on both the trusted and the crowdsourced computation platforms. Such a mechanism would allow the compute nodes to gain reputation while providing a tool to identify dishonest compute nodes quickly. Since the trusted compute nodes owned by either the Helix Tangle or the Helix verifiable computing consortium, it is not possible for the compute nodes to collude with the other platforms.

11 Payment Handler

When the computation is successful, the compute nodes have to wait for $C_t$ time units before receiving the payment. If the user does not challenge the result within $C_t$, then the payment handler pay the fee to the fabrics. The fabric leader distributes the payment to the compute nodes.

12 Reputation Management

The verifiable computation framework enables the users to submit computation tasks, and the tasks are executed on compute nodes in return for an incentive. For the system to become reliable and sustainable, all the parties must act honestly. To identify and penalize malicious actors, a reputation mechanism is necessary.

The compute nodes start with zero reputation. When the nodes perform computation, it is rated based on the outcome of the computation and the user’s ratings. Each node gets additional rating points for their liveness, i.e., the nodes that are active during the sporadic resource testing would get special rating points.

The requirements for a reputation system is listed below from work by Vavilis et al. [30].

- Ratings should discriminate user behavior
- Reputation should discriminate user behavior
• The reputation system should be able to discriminate “incorrect” ratings
• Reputation should be assessed using a sufficient amount of information
• Reputation should capture the evolution of user behavior
• Users should not gain the advantage of their new status
• New users should not be penalized for their status

12.1 Problem of Self-Rating
The owner of the compute node may also repeatedly submit a lightweight computation task to self-rate his or her compute node. The origin of rating and the task submission may reveal the identity the user, but it is not a straightforward process as the user may mount Sybil attacks.

12.2 Differentiation between New Users and Bad Users
When a new compute node joins the system, it does not have any reputation. A moderate reputation score can be assigned to the new nodes to differentiate them from bad nodes as a low reputation score for a new code may prevent it from gaining reputation. But, this may allow the bad actors to leave the system and join again as a new node. Therefore, it is crucial to enable the new nodes to build a reputation gradually. A joining fee along with an escrow deposit may prevent the bad nodes from rejoining the system.

12.2.1 PoW for the New User
When a new user joins the system, the joining process should not only involve resource testing, but it may also involve a PoW for the user to deter the user from mounting Sybil attacks. The simpler the joining process, the higher the chances of the Sybil as the nodes may join and leave at will to delete the poor rating. A PoW computation in combination with an escrow for the new user would reduce the likelihood of Sybil attacks. Besides, the voting power (i.e., weight) should be proportional to the age of the user in the system.

13 Summary
The key building blocks of the verifiable computation platform includes the joining process for the compute nodes, fabric management, scheduling of compute tasks, verification of the results, and the reputation management. The platform is currently under development following the approaches described in the report. During the
implementation, the approach will be fine-tuned for performance, scalability, and security.
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